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IntUn.IUlll. "HOW TO COLOR MATCH CORRECTLY USING TIOPREM PIGMENTS"

INTRODUCTION: TIOPREM pigments are unique in that they are Titanium Dioxide pigments with color attributes. That is, they are not white.
This unique characteristic Is what allows TIOPREM to replace not only White Ti02 but also color pigments in a given
formula. Unfortunately, it is this same characteristic that makes color matching with TIOPREM a challenge if a formulator is
not familiar with this pigment. If the color matching is not done correctly, physical attributes such as color, opacity, tinting
strength, are negatively affected. To this end, we offer this guide on how to color match correctly using TIOPREM.

In the attached display, various attempts were made at color matching a BEIGE Color using TIOPREM. We purposely
match the color incorrectly in Attempts 1, 2, 3 & then match the color correctly in Attempt 4 to demonstrate the right &
wrong way to color match. Each attempt is further described below:

Attempt 1- WRONG-

Attempt 2- WRONG-

Attempt 3- WRONG-

Attempt 4- RIGHT-

In this match, we replace all the White Ti02 with TIOPREM pound for pound and do not adjust
the color pigments at all. The result- the color match is no good & the opacity is much less.

In this match, we replace all the White Ti02 with TIOPREM pound for pound and reduce
the color pigments in order to get a closer color match. Note that the total pigment used (91.77) is
less than the standard (100). The result- the color is still no good & the opacity is less. .

In this match, we partially replace the White Ti02 with TIOPREM by using a 60/40 Ti02 blend
ofwhite/Tioprem respectively and reduce the color pigments in order to get a closer color match.
The Ti02 Blend is determined by the shade of the color (see illustration below). Again, note that
the total pigment used (91.64) is less than the standard. The result- the color match is good
however the opacity is less.

Same as Attempt 3 except this time the amount of color pigment that was reduced is put back into
the 60/40 Ti02 Blend so as to make the total pigment =to the standard (100). The result- good
color match and equal opacity.
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Standard formula I I

Replacing 100% Replacing 100% Using 60/40 Blend Same as Attempt 3

using white Ti02. White Ti02 with White Ti02 with of WhitelTioprem except adding the
Tioprem Beige; Tioprem Beige; Beige; reducing the amount reduced of

keeping color reducing the color color pigments color pigment back
pigments the same i ments to the 60/40 Ti02

Blend
I

Pil!ments
Raven 14 Carbon Black 0.73 0.73 0.60 0.68 0.68
130M Red Iron Oxide 3.20 3.20 2.60 2.75 2.75
Colortherm 30 44.50 44.50 37.00 37.00 37.00
DuPont R-350 White 51.57 0.00 0.00 30.94 35.75
TIOPREM@ BEIGE 0.00 51.57 51.57 20.27 23.83

Total Pigment = 100.00 100.00 91. 77 91.64 100.00
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LiE*Color Difference = Reference 3.12 2.53 0.86


